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ABSTRACT 

The ullrasonic velocity and viscosity of  carbonato pentamine Co (Ill) niWate in water and 
different proportions of  glycerol-water mixtures were determined at 303.15 K. The 
Jones-Dole viscosity B-coefficient of  the coordination complex is found to be largest in 40% 
(v/v) glycerol-water mixture. Various acoustic parameters vi~ isentropic eompress~ility, 
intermolecular freelength, acoustic impedance, etc. have been calculated using experimentally 
determined values of ultrasonic velocity and density. The variation of these acoustic 
parameters are discussed in the fight of  solute-solvent and solute-solute interactions. 
© 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 

INTRODUCTION 

Measurement of some bulk properties like viscosity (TI), density (p), and ultmsc,nic w.l+~cily 
(U) provides insight into the intermolecular arrangement in solutions and helps to uadersmud 
the thermodynamics and acoustic properties of the solutions. With this aim, we report the 
experimentally determined values of  q,p,U and allied acoustic parameters so as tu probe the 
nature of  ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions in water and 10%, 20%, 30°/0, 40% 
glycerol-water solution of  the coordination complex. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Carbousto pentamine cobalt (Ill) nilrate was prepared following standard method [1]. A.R. 
Grade (BDH) glycerol was used to prepare 10%, 20°/0, 30%, and 40% (v/v) solutions in 
distilled water. The solutions were prepared on molar basis by dissolving known mass of  the 
solute in appropriate volume of  the reepeztive solvents and were kept for 2h in a thermostat at 
303.15 K with an accuracy of  0.01 K. The densities of  all the solutions were measured by a 
bicapillary pyknometer of  10 ml capacity calibrated at 303.15 K with deionised double 
distilled water with an acuracy of  3 parts per 10 s. The electric balance measures mass 
precisely upto 0.0001 gin. Viscosity of the solutions was measured by a calibrated Ostwald 
viscometer. The viscometer was immersed in a constant temperature water bath maintained 
within + 0.02 K and the time of  flow was determined, the height of the fiquid colonmn being 
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observed with the help of  a cathetometer. The viscosity so obtained were accurate upto _+ 
0.002 x 10 -3 N8~111-2. The ullrasonic velocity was measured at 303.15 K by a single ~ystal 
variable path ultrasonic interferometer operating at 5 MHz, circulating water from a 
thermostatically regulated bath around the .~-nple holder with double wall to maintain the 
temperature of  the solution constant with a precision of  + 0.01 K. The accuracy of the 
velocity measurement in the intefferometer is 0.5 ms a. The determination of  density, 
viscosity and ultrasonic velodty in different solutions of  [Co(NHs)sCO3]NO s in water and 
also in glycerol-water mixed solvents were made. The electrolyte content in the solution 
varied over a range of  0.001 to 0.01 M. Five observations were taken for each measurement 
and difference in any two readings did not exceed 0.02%. 

THEORY 

The variation of  viscosity with solute concentration was expressed by Jones-Dole [2] 
equation 

I1/11o = 1 + A c lr2 + Bc (1) 

where q and ~ are the viscosities of  the solution and solvent respectively, A and B are 
constants characteristic of  the solute and e is the molar concentration of  the solute. According 
to Einstein, the viscosity of  a solution which contains, in suspension, rigid spherical particles 
is given by the equation : 

q = ~0 ( 1 + 2.54, ) (2)  

where 4, is the volume-fraction occupied by the particles. 

From Eqs (1) and (2) we get, 

A c  w + Bc = 2.5 4, (3) 

The volume fraction, 4,, may then be expressed by 

4, = c v  (4)  

where V is the molar volume of the solvated ion (in l/tool). Further Ac ~¢: term is very small in 
comparison with Be, and so it can safely be negiected. Accordingly, we obtain 

B -- 2.5 V (5) 

Equation (5) leads to 

V h = [4000/6.02] B A3 (6) 

where V h is the volume of  the hydrated solute [3]. "Inns, fire average radius rh can be 
calculated from the B-coefficient. The values obtained for the [Co(NII3)sCO3] ÷ are listed in 
table 1. The B-value of  the complex ion is obtained by sublracting a relatively small 
correction for the NO~- ion. Here we have used the B-value given by Gurney [4]BNo3=-0.046. 

From the ulWasonic velocity, isenlropic compress~ility (ft.), intermolecular freelength (Lf), 
molar sound velocity (R),appareut molar compress~ility (~,), and solvation number (S~) 
were calculated with the help of  the following equations. 
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B. = U-~p 1 (7) 

L, = Ll3s ~ (8)  

R = U l~ . V I. (9 )  

¢, = (iooo~#) - [~°/po(1Ooo p/c - M)] (10) 

S. = n,/n2[ l -  V as/ntV,°Bs °] (11) 

where po and p are the densities of  the solvent and solution; M, molecular m~LCS of  the solute; 
~So and Bs, the isentropic compressibilities of  the solvent and solution; c, concentration in 
tooL din3; K, temperature dependent constant, n I and n~ are the number of  moles of the 
solvent and solute respectively; V T and Vt ° are the molar volume of the solution and solvent 
respectively. The value of  fis, calculated for solutions of  different concentrations are found to 
obey Bachem's relationship [6], 

B s = Bs ° + C c + D c  ~ (12) 

The limiting apparent molar compressibility, ¢~°, was obtained for a set of solutions 
of  various concentrations using linear extrapolation of  45: vs cta according to Gucke~s 
limiting law equation 

= OK° + s ,  c '~  (13)  

where S~ is a constant. 

The variation of  solvation number with molar concentrations of  the solute leads to a 
limiting solvation number which is evak~ed through the relationship 

t im ¢~° = - s  ° . v ; .  ~s  o (14)  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

T a b l e  1 

Values of  B and r h for carbonato pentamine cobalt (HI) nitrate 

in different solutions at 303.15 K 

Solctmt B ~ mot  ~ fh A 

Water 5.99 9.85 

IOY. 91yce¢ol 4.61 9.04 
20Y, 919oerol 4.97 9.27 
30~. 91pcefol 7£8 10.70 
40~ 919¢efol 10.75 11.96 

The B-coefficient (Table 1) is a measure of  the effective hydrodynamic volume of  the 
solvated ions and is governed by solute-solvent interaction, i.e., the structural effect of the 
solvent in solution [7]. The B-valuea (Fig. 1) show regular increase from 10% to 40% 
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glycerol solution indicating that the volume of the solvated complex cation [Co(NII3)sCO3] ÷ 
increases. The increasing values of the radius of the solvated cation Eq. (6) presented in 
Table 1 further confa'm this. This can be explained by the fact that with increase in the 
glycerol content in the solution; the self association in glycerol molecules and hydrogen 
bonded association with water molecules increase. As a result, volume of the solvated 
complex cation inca'eases. Thus it is appropriate to consider that the co-ordination complex 
behaves as a structure maker in the solvents investigated in the present work. 
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Values of constants c and D of Eq. (12) along with c, q, and SD0 

in different sotions for carbonato pentamine cobalt (III) r&ate at 303.15 K 

s&mt -c x 10’0 DxlO” &Ox 10’ qx lo’ snox IO-* 

Water 1.78 -3.39 1.95 1.09 2.41 

10% glycerol 4.96 -12.47 6.00 0.27 7.36 

2Oxglycerol 12.71 73.49 10.25 44.22 13.12 

3Oxglycerol 13.42 57.53 12.15 41.06 15.44 

40%glycerol 30.57 222.68 29.27 223.40 3?.49 

1450 
0.002 O.OOL 0.006 0.008 0.010 

C in mol dm“ 

Fig.2 Variation of 'U' Vs. 'C' for carbonato 
pentamine Co (III) nitrate. 
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Perusal of  our data shows that the ultrasonic velocity increases with increase in 
concentrations of  the solute in all the solvents (Fig. 2). R is also found to be more in mixed 
solvents (glycerol-water) than in water. This corroborates our earfier conclusion on the basis 
of  B-values that the co-ordination complex behaves as a slrucmre maker [8]. 
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Fig.3 Variation of (jB s - . B ° l / C  Vs C Yz for 

carbonato pentamine Co ( I I I ]  n i t rate,  

The isentropic compressibility (Bs) decreases with solute concentration with all the 
solvents studied. That is, the compressibility of  the solvation layer is smaller than that of  the 
solvent in bulk. The value of  Bs is higher in water th~n in the mixed solvents. This indicates 
that internal pressure in water is less than that in the mixed solvents. It is probably due to 
greater electrostatic stiffening to the adjacent water molecules m aqueous solution than in the 
mixed solvents. The variations of  (B s - Bs °) with concena'afion are plotted for each solution 
(Fig. 3). The values of  constants C and D of  E,q. (12) are calculated by using least square 
method. It is observed (Table 2) that the C values are increasingly negative showing weak 
solute-solute intenaion. The D values are posilive with 20%, 3O% and 4O% glycerol-water 
mixture indicating presence of  strong solute-solvent interaction. 
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lntermolecular freelength (Lr) is a predominant factor in determining the variation of 
ultrasonic velocity in a solution [9]. As shown in CFig. 4), Lp decreases on increasing 
concenwation in all the solvents; which results in the increase of velocity in the same order. 
The change in Lf according to Eyrmg and Kincaid [9] indicates that there is si~fificant 
interaction between the solute and solvent molecules due to which structural arrangement is 
considerably affected. 

The molar sound velocity (R) increases with increase in concentration of the 
co-ordination complex and with the increase in glycerol percentage almost linearly (Fig. 5). 
This probably indicates that the relative association in the solution reinforces rather uniformly 
with increase in solute concentration. 

The values of  the qhc ° are negative for all the solutions and increases with higher 
glycerol concentration indicating poor compressibility of  the solutions. The slope, S~ of the 
Eq. (13) is positive with all the solvents studied. 
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The isenlropic compressibility data have aslo been used to measure the solvation of 
the co-ordination complex Eq. (11). The assumption has been made here that the ions as well 
as the solvent molecules in immediate vicinity of  the ions are incompressible. This is because 
the ions add some electrostatic stiffening on the adjacent solvent molecules, which is 
considered to be equivalent to a large internal pressure on these solvent molecules. S, ° shows 
a significant increase with increase in glycerol content, being minimum in water. This is 
probably due to the fact that with water as the solvent, water molecules are not localised to 
the ion sites for long as solvent bonds alter rapidly due to switching mechanism. With 
increase in glycerol content the bigger glycerol molecules are rather loealised on the ion sites 
and the degree of  electrostrictive solvation increases significantly which is manifested in its 
increase by two orders of  magnitude (Table 2). 
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